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this text will help you master the design and
analysis of mixed-signal circuits, including
cmos, mos, and bipolar transistors, digital-to-
analog and analog-to-digital converters, and
analog and digital signal-processing circuits.
the microelectronics circuits textbook by
sedra and smith is used by engineers for
teaching microelectronics as well as for the
design of electronics circuits. this textbook
has been around since 1994 and has been in
almost every electronics engineering
textbook in the world. since 2000 it has been
in a new edition every 3 years. the 7th
edition is due for release soon. the author is
professor of electrical engineering at the
massachusetts institute of technology. his
research and teaching focus on
communication systems, instrumentation,
solid state circuits, and analog electronics.
he has authored or co-authored a total of 11
books, including microelectronic circuits
(with co-author kenneth c. smith), now in its
seventh edition. he is co-author with gordon
w. roberts of the text book spice for
microelectronic circuits[3] published in 1995.
an expert in the electronics and
telecommunication field, sedra is a research
professor of electrical engineering at the
massachusetts institute of technology. he
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holds a bsee in electrical engineering from
the university of notre dame, an msee in
telecommunication engineering from the
university of illinois, and a phd in electrical
engineering from the university of california,
berkeley. sedra's research focuses on
applications in communication and
instrumentation systems, including theory
and design of circuits. sedra has co-authored
three textbooks, including microelectronic
circuits[2] (with co-author k.c. smith), now in
its seventh edition (2014). the text is
published in ten languages, has over one
million copies in print, and is one of the most
widely used texts on the subject to date.
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million copies in print, and is one of the most
widely used texts on the subject to date. he
is co-author with gordon w. roberts of the

text book spice for microelectronic
circuits[3] published in 1995. his first text

book (with co-author peter o. brackett) titled
filter theory and design: active and

passive[4] was published in 1978. this
market-leading textbook remains the

standard of excellence and innovation. built
on adel s. sedra's and kenneth c. smith's
solid pedagogical foundation, the seventh

edition of microelectronic circuits is the best
yet. you are here: home/microelectronic

circuits. sedra, kenneth c. (kc) smith, tony
chan carusone, and vincent gaudet.

publication date - november 2019. 1296
pages hardcover 8 x 10 inches in stock.

retail price to students: $214.99.
sedra/smith, educating over a million

microelectronic circuit students. richard
jaeger earned his bachelor's, master's, and
doctoral degrees in electrical engineering
from the university of florida. professor
jaeger was one of the first three faculty

members appointed distinguished university
professor by auburn university. his teaching
awards include the birdsong merit teaching
award and selection by ece undergraduate
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students as outstanding electrical
engineering faculty member. in 1995 he was

named distinguished graduate faculty
lecturer. his current research interests
include solid-state circuits and devices,

electronic packaging, piezoresistive stress
sensors, high heat flux cooling, low

temperature electronics, vlsi design, and
noise in electronic devices and circuits.
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